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The one thing Broadway guarantees id entertainment. London Theatre shows are no exception. In
fact, the cityâ€™s Broadway is almost at par with the Broadway in New York. Millions of theatre lovers
form all over the world come to this magnificent city each year to witness the creative genius of
commercial theatre, represented here through all the numerous productions.

The one thing Broadway guarantees is entertainment. London theatre shows are no exception. In
fact, the cityâ€™s Broadway is almost at par with the Broadway in New York. Millions of theatre lovers
from all over the world come to this magnificent city each year to witness the creative genius of
commercial theatre, represented here through all the numerous productions. Some of the long
running shows are Les Miserables, Blood Brothers, Stomp, Mamma Mia, Disneyâ€™s The Lion King,
Chicago, Phantom of the Opera, Mousetrap, We Will Rock You, Billy Elliot the Musical, Wicked, etc.

While most theatre lovers claim that buying tickets to the many shows playing at the awesome
venues across town are well worth the money, many do not enjoy such plays often because of the
price factor. Today, thanks to resources like the Internet, more and more patrons are able to watch
their favourite theatre shows at discounted prices. One of the most popular ways of finding
discounted priced tickets of theatre plays is by booking them through official ticketing websites.
These online websites are comprehensive and easy to use. They give you all the news and
information needed to select an interesting play, make a safe transaction and acquire tickets. There
are plenty of such official ticketing websites, to help patrons get the best possible deals without
standing in long time-consuming queues at the box offices.

If you love theatre and have caught a play or two, you are bound to take advantage of these online
portals. For your next play in London, pick Legally Blonde the Musical. The play has been showing
in London since December of 2009 and received many rave reviews and acclaim. The reason for
special mention is that the playâ€™s final performance is due on 7th April 2012. So, in case you have
not had a chance to see its brilliance yet, book your seats now and plan a fun evening around it.
Many ticketing websites have special meal packages on sale that could be perfect for you. These
include dinner at one of the best restaurants and a play, or just desert at a fine dining restaurant
combined with the show.

Legally Blonde the Musical, is an adaptation of the movie Legally Blonde based on a book by
Heather Hach. The play stars Carley Stenson as the main character Elle. Directed and
choreographed by Jerry Mitchell, it has music and lyrics by Laurence Oâ€™Keefe, set design by David
Rockwell, costume design by Gregg Barnes, and orchestrations by Christopher Jahnke.

For your tickets to this fabulous play or any other London theatre shows, check out some official
ticketing websites for good deals and packages. All you need is just a few minutes and a credit card.
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ticketing websites for good deals and packages. All you need is just a few minutes and a credit card.
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